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Abstract 
 
Due to the rapid development in big data processing, it extremely requires 

resources to be optimized like computation, storage, and cost. In addition to 

big data processing, operational cost spent in geo-distributed data centers 

also needs to be decreased. The process of managing massive quantity of 

data in a geographically distributed data center with resource and cost 

optimization is a crucial issue. Though numerous techniques were developed 

in the literature, the data handling process in multiple datacenters is highly 

time consuming. For resolving this issue, this paper presents an improved 

artificial butterfly optimization algorithm based resource scheduling 

(IABOA-RS) technique for big data systems. The IABOA incorporates the 

cross-entropy (CE) technique into the conventional BOA to avoid the local 

optimal problem. In this scenario, the search space and massive data quantity 

are fed as input to the geo-distributed datacenter, where the butterfly 

population is initialized. Besides, the MapReduce function determines the 

optimum virtual machine (VM) and therefore allocation takes place in such a 

way that the data allocation efficiency can be enhanced.  
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At the same time, the workload is allocated among the data centres with 

the minimization of computation cost, and storage capacity is assured. The 

performance of the presented method is computed and the effectiveness is 

compared with existing methods. The results are examined interms of data 

allocation efficiency, false positive rate, storage capacity, and computation 

cost. The presented IABOA-RS based scheduling algorithm achieves optimal 

cloud resource usage and offers an effective solution over the compared 

methods in a significant way. 

 

Keywords: Butterfly optimization algorithm, Resource scheduling, 

MapReduce, Big data, Virtual Machine. 

 

1 Introduction 

 
The progressive development in big data requires maximum resource 

optimization like processing, memory, and expense. Besides, emphasizing 

big data processes, computational cost incurred from geo-distributed data 

centers should be limited. The geo-distributed data centers provide different 

services by using Virtual Machines (VM). Therefore, allocation of big data is 

carried out by suitable data center with accessible resources. Numerous 

studies are developed for big data, however,resource and cost optimization is 

a promising operation. In case of cost optimization, joint optimization 

method was developed [1] for huge-scale geo-distributed data centers. 

Followed by, the joint optimization approach has incurred the cost from 

optimization and enhance the performance. Therefore, enhanced data and 

task allocation efficacy remain the same with no enhancement. In order to 

report the problem, dynamic resource allocation mechanism depends upon 

the game theory deployed in [2] for geo-distributed data center clouds. But, 

diverse resources are essential for users and allocating the resources with 

limited time interval and it is referred to be time consuming operation.  

Cloud Computing (CC) is meant to be a type of processing which 

provides reliable, computational capabilities for user service. Hence, cloud-

based environments and distributed data centers are employed at the time of 

accomplishing effective computing resources as well as parallel approaches. 

Similarly, multiple organizations are applicable to present massive 

evaluations on CC platform. Moreover, virtualization deals with extended 

computing resources, and cloud users meet the subordinate demands in cloud 

compliance [3]. In this approach, CC provides high performance by means of 

scientific and engineering domains. Thus, researchers have managed to 

increase the efficiency of different cloud networks. Scheduling is another key 

process used in this work. The main aim of scheduling is to offer essential 

computational resources gained from the cloud, regarding overhead with 

massive data in appropriate time and location [4]. The class of scheduling big 

data processing from available resources in CC environment is called NP- 
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hard issues. One of the key problems in this approach is to balance an 

applicable trade-off from scheduling burden and accuracy [5]. 

Massive works have been developed in resolving the issues in scheduling 

concept under various environments. In this framework, it is addressed with 

developed approach applied scheduling in grid and CC methodologies. The 

major crisis involved in scheduling is solved with the help of meta-heuristic 

models and Swarm Intelligence (SI). In [6], several processing approaches 

have been projected using Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm. 

Consequently, best results are accomplished when compared with Genetic 

Algorithm (GA) and Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) models by means of 

memory space for bees in ABC module. Followed by, Job scheduling is 

applied in shared networks, lime modern grid, for optimizing Quality of 

Service (QoS) parameters that results in a span. Additionally, it is considered 

an important factor of shared processing and scheduling problems.  

This paper introduces an improved artificial butterfly optimization 

algorithm based resource scheduling (IABOA-RS) technique for big data 

environment. The IABOA integrates the cross-entropy (CE) model to the 

traditional BOA for eliminating it from trapping into local optima. The 

search space and massive data are provided as input to the geo-distributed 

datacenter, where the initialization of butterfly population takes place. In 

addition, the MapReduce function computes the optimal virtual machine 

(VM) and consequently, distribution takes place in such a way that the data 

allocation competence can be improved. Besides, the workload is allocated 

amongst the datacenters with the minimization of computation cost and 

storage capacity is assured. The performance of the presented method is 

computed and the effectiveness is compared with previous methods. 

 

2 Related Works 
 

This section reviews few of the related resource scheduling techniques. 

Mansouri et al. [7] developed a framework to improvise the data accessibility 

in data grid along with data replication. The interlinked sites are used in 

Local Area Network (LAN) and it is suited in local regions. Followed by, 

based on the site's correlation costs which applies the required replica and 

extended time in a queue in which the function is utilized for measuring the 

combined cost; besides, scheduling is computed. Additionally, minimum 

experiments are included for maintaining the replicas in small storage space. 

Rahmati et al. [8] unified data replication and job scheduling. The predefined 

methods are employed for enhancing the function of data-intensive 

execution. Finally, the results attained are effective when compared with 

classical approaches. Thus, Jiang et al. [9] applied trust as parameter in grid 

scheduling. 

Zhang et al. [10] developed a model of workflow scheduling on CC 

platform called Iterative Ordinal Optimization (IOO) which make use of IOO 

to reach suboptimal schedule for all iterations. A sample framework is 

deployed on IBM RC2. Under the application of similar computation, it leads 
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 to developing an alternate scheme called Multi-Objective Scheduling 

(MOS). In addition, OO is employed in CC environment. Nanduri et al. [11] 

offered a scheduling task according to the map reduce applied for job-aware 

and divided it into 4 phases namely, CPU-based, memory-based, disk-based, 

and network-based. Besides, it is relied on pattern of resource consumption, 

with obtained vector. Therefore, it has been calculated under the application 

of map reduce approach and illustrated queue-based scheduling.  

Navimipour et al. [12] used a model for job scheduling on human 

resources of cloud based GA. In this mechanism, chromosome is considered 

as a solution as projected by a vector. Fitness Function (FF) is determined on 

the basis of response time; one-point crossover as well as swap mutation. 

Hence, the final result indicates that the newly developed scheme is suitable 

for scheduling applied jobs with limited time duration and high accuracy 

when compared with former schemes. Moreover, the newly projected 

approaches reach best value by means of execution time, service as well as 

wait time, failure value, and human resource application when compared 

with common applications. Next, Li et al. [13] established online 

optimization for schedule preemptive process on IaaS CC platform. It is 

employed with 2 online dynamic resource allocation methodologies for IaaS 

CC in conjunction with preemptive process. Hence, the simulation outcome 

implies that the newly developed approaches are applicable to enhance the 

function while there is insufficient resource.Abouelela and El-Darieby[14] 

applied top-down hierarchical mechanism for scheduling big data in optical 

grids. It make sure that each domain executes intra-domain scheduling for 

dividing the computation and networking resources. Also, it is developed on 

iterative scheduling as well as k-shortest path approach. It is performed with 

minimum estimation, and the result attained refers that the newly developed 

methods with 2 frameworks that are capable of data-centric environments.  

Lin et al. [15] employed a scheduling mechanism for big data workflows 

in multi-cloud areas. It is implemented with the objective of executing cost of 

overhead limitation, unifies the partial paths, by concerning QoS. In addition, 

it has appeared with previous criteria and significant process and execution 

of developed models. Somasundaram et al. [16] utilized SI-based scheduling 

for big data profiles. It has applied Particle Swarm Optimization(PSO)-based 

mechanism for profile applications and uses the profile where an appropriate 

resource has been employed in all big data.The examination of best 

scheduling solution with different parameters under diverse platforms is still 

considered as challenging issues. In CC environment, various scheduling 

principles are modified and applied to change the input overhead. 

 

3The IABOA-RS Model 
 

In general, geo-distributed data center is defined as memory storage in 

which enormous servers are applied for organizing the process, record and 
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 distribute the data. Under the application of extensive bandwidth, huge 

memory space, and maximum cost in a data center is referred to be 

ineffective. In order to report these issues, cost-aware resource allocation 

mechanism has been developed as optimization issues to compute 

voluminous data. Followed by, IABOA-RS method is developed for 

computing maximum data applying minimum objectives in geo-distributed 

data center [17]. Generally, data center is composed of maximum servers 

computing big data through VM. 

In IABOA-RS model, multivariate implies the optimization of 3 various 

resources and a cost function like bandwidth, memory space, power, and 

processing cost. Afterward, a metaheuristic is applied to provide optimal 

solution in reporting the optimization issues. Also, an imaginative 

mechanism is defined in object (butterfly) instead of alternate object (VM) is 

applied. The proposed research work Cloudsim Tool kit was used, and 

performance is validated under several test conditions. 

 
 

 
 

Figure. 1. Architecture of IABOA-RS Model 

 

 

 In IABOA-RS framework, MapReduce function manages the big data in 

parallel manner, which contributes to map and reduce phases uniquely. In 

map phase, big data is mapped with VM involved in a data center. It is 

processed by IABOA optimization mechanism. Using 2 various objectives to  
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be accomplished, optimization method modeled for identifying resource as 

well as cost-efficient VM with maximum accuracy than alternate 

optimization frameworks. It is attained under the application of Reduce 

phase, where the overhead is reduced in data centers. The structural diagram 

of IABOA-RS method is demonstrated in Fig. 1for selecting the resource as 

well as cost‐ optimized data center in big data processing. Consider the count 

of data centersare              . A data center is composed of various 

servers               A server in data center computes huge scale big data 

              by VM                      MapReduce method 

generates the input big data through optimal VM. Under the selection of 

resource and cost-efficient VM, IABOA-RS framework decides information 

center as consequent reduction unit for big data processing. 

 
 

3.1 Design of IBOA 
 

Nature based metaheuristic approaches have attained massive attention 

from the developers. BOA falls under the class of bio-inspired models which 

is considered to be the sub class of nature inspired metaheuristic approaches. 

Generally, BOA is evolved by food foraging hierarchy of butterflies and the 

butterflies are referred as search agents to perform BOA optimization [18]. 

Initially, butterflies are manufactured with sense receptors used for sensing 

or smelling the aroma of food and flowers. The sense receptors are named 

chemoreceptors which are distributed over butterfly‟s body. The produced 

scent is relevant to the fitness of butterfly determined under the application of 

objective function. It represents that if a butterfly moves randomly in a 

search space, then the fitness value might be changed. Also, scent emulated 

by a butterfly is sensed by neighboring butterflies and collect social learning 

system is developed. If the butterfly smells a fragrance from optimal 

butterfly, then it makes a stride for best butterfly which is called global 

search phase. Alternatively, if the butterfly is unfit for predicting the aroma 

of alternate butterfly in a search space, which makes random strides termed 

as local search phase. Followed by, fragrance is developed as expression of 

physical intensity of stimulus as given in the following: 
 

 

                                                                         

 Where     implies the received magnitude of aroma,   denotes the 

sensory modality,   indicates the stimulus intensity and   refers the power 

exponent depends upon the modality absorption. In BOA, artificial butterfly 

is composed of position vector which is upgraded under the application of 

optimization process as shown below: 
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 Where   
  signifies solution vector    for     butterfly in iteration value   

and    denotes smell which is applied by   
   butterfly and upgrade the 

location in various iterations. Moreover, there are 2 major phases namely, 

global search phase as well as local search phase. Initially, butterfly moves a 

step towards optimal butterfly    as illustrated as: 

  
     (        

 )                                                        

 In this approach    defines the best solution identified from recent 

iteration. The received fragrance of     butterfly is illustrated by     and   

means a uniform random value from   , 1  where local search phase is 

demonstrated as: 

  
     (          )                                                      

 Where     and     are     and     butterflies derived from a solution 

space. When     and     falls under the similar population and   denotes a 

uniform random value from       then Eq. (4) is referred as local random 

walk. Therefore, a switch probability   has been applied in BOA for 

switching among traditional global search to intentional local search. Hence, 

the pseudo-code of BOA model is projected in Algorithm 1. Fig. 2 

demonstrates the flowchart of BOA algorithm. 

 
Algorithm 1: Pseudo‐code for BOA 

Objective function                  

Produce the population of   butterflies              

Describe sensor modality  , power exponent   as well as switch probability   

while termination criteria are not satisfied do 

 for a butterfly bf in population do 

  Estimate the smell for bf  

 end for 

 Identify the optimal bf 

 for every butterfly bf in population do 

  Population a random value rand within   , 1  
  if        then 

   Move towards the optimal butterfly  

  else 

   Move randomly  

  end if 

  Estimate the new butterfly 

  When the new butterfly is optimal, then upgrade the population 

 end for 

 Upgrade the value of   

 Identify the recent global best butterfly 

end while 

Output an optimal solution. 
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Figure. 2. Flowchart of BOA 

 

 Depending upon the co-evolution algorithm, the CE method with BOA 

attains better tradeoff among the exploration and exploitation to improve its 

global search ability, and efficiently evade it dropping into a local optimum. 

According to the newly developed CE model in past decades which applies 
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 CE or Kullback–Leibler divergence method for measuring the distance 

among 2 sampling distributions, resolving optimization issues by reducing 

the distance, and accomplish the best attributes of probability distribution 

[19]. Hence, CE model is comprised of optimal global search ability, 

supreme flexibility, and effective robustness. It is prominently applied for 

complicated optimization issues like continuous multi-extremal, multi-

objective, combination optimization, vehicle routing issues, power-effective 

radio resource management, as well as tedious optimization issues from 

alternate applications. Typical optimization issues are illustrated as given 

below: 

   
   

        

 where  defines a finite set of states, and   illustrates a real-valued 

function on   Followed by, develop a probability distribution measurement 

related to previous objective, and auxiliary problem is depicted in the 

following: 

                  [ {      }]                                               

 where    means the probability value under a random state   with 

limited probability density function        on      defines the 

corresponding expectation operator; γ signifies a threshold attribute; and   

signifies the indicator function, which has the value as 1, and if         
and  , else. The significance of sampling model has been applied for 

reducing the sample size in CE model. As a result, Eq. (6) is expressed as 

given below: 

     
 

 
∑     

 

   

    
 (    )

     
                                                  

 where   defines a random sample from        with the significant 

sampling density     . Kullback–Leibler divergence, which means that CE 

is applied for calculating the distance among 2 sampling distributions to gain 

best significance of sampling density. Therefore, optimal density       is 

identified by reducing the Kullback–Leibler divergence, as same as 

optimization issues:  

   
 

 

 
∑           (    )

 

   

                                                

 Adaptive smoothing  ̂  is implied by  ̃, to enhance the convergence 

speed of CE as shown below: 
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 ̂      ‐  ̃     ‐    ̂                                                 

where      indicates a smoothing variable. 
 

3.2 IABOA for Resource Scheduling Process 
 

 The IABOA-RS optimization approach has been applied for selecting 

best VM along with resources and cost for allocating the huge amount of 

data.  

     {           }                                                  

 From     ,      implies multiple objective functions            , 

along with   illustrating the bandwidth application of VM,    depicts the 

memory space of VM,    defines the power of VM and    represents the 

processing cost correspondingly. In this application, the objective function 

(resource and cost) is ideal in reducing or increasing which depends upon the 

limitations. Using the VM demands (limited resource application), the 

solution is referred as possible one. By considering the assumption, the 

butterfly flies to optimal butterfly, which refers to optimal resource and cost-

optimized VM has been selected in a search space. Initially, bandwidth 

application of VM is measured as the variations among overall bandwidth 

and new bandwidth. It is defined as quantity of data sent in limited duration 

[17]. The expression to calculate the bandwidth to be applied for resource 

allocation is processed as given below,  

                                                                    

 From      ,    implies the bandwidth consumption of VM,    denotes 

the available bandwidth,    refers fresh bandwidth of VM. The memory 

space of VM is measured as the volume of storage space essential for saving 

big data in a disk. Secondly, the memory space consumed by VM while 

allocating the resource is estimated in the following: 

                                                                    

 From     ,      refers the memory space of VM,    implies data. 

Energy is an important objective function of CM defined as energy applied 

by system to compute the data with limited duration. The power consumed 

for calculating resource is processed in the following, 

                                                                     

 From Eq. (13), „E‟ defines power applied by VM.  signifies energy in 

watts,   indicates the time in seconds. Consequently, the processing cost is 
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 depicted as time consumed by VM for computing big data with accessible 

resources. Hence, processing cost is evaluated as follows,  

    ‐                                                                

 From    ,        illustrates the processing cost of VM. IABOA-RS 

optimization identifies optimal solutions in a search space. Hence, 

optimization mechanism applies 3 various phases called luciferin-update 

phase, movement-phase as well as local-decision phase to select best VM. 

4 Experimental Validation 

 Table 1 and Fig. 3 demonstrates the DAE efficiency of the presented 

IABOA-RS model under varying number of data. The figure reported that the 

JOA-RAS model has exhibited inferior outcomes by offering a minimal DAE 

whereas the GT-DRAS model has demonstrated slightly improved DAE. At 

the same time, the MM-MGSMO model has showcased somewhat 

reasonable DAE. But the presented IABOA-RS model has accomplished 

higher DAE over the compared methods. For instance, under the data count 

of 15, the IABOA-RS model has resulted in a maximum DAE of 84% 

whereas the existing MM-MGSMO, JOA-RAS, and GT-RAS models have 

attained a minimum DAE of 80%, 67%, and 73% respectively. 

 
Table. 1. Result Analysis of Existing with Proposed IABOA-RS in terms of DAE 

versus Number of Data 

 

No. of 

data                    

Data Allocation Efficiency (DAE) (%) 

IABOA-RS 
MM-

MGSMO  
JOA-RAS 

GT-

DRAS 

15 84.00 80.00 67.00 73.00 

30 89.00 87.00 73.00 80.00 

45 86.00 84.00 71.00 79.00 

60 90.00 87.00 75.00 82.00 

75 87.00 85.00 73.00 80.00 

90 92.00 89.00 78.00 83.00 

105 94.00 90.00 79.00 85.00 

120 91.00 89.00 81.00 83.00 

135 93.00 91.00 79.00 85.00 

150 92.00 89.00 80.00 83.00 
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Figure. 3. DAE Analysis of IABOA-RS with Existing Models 

 

Besides, under the data count of 45, the IABOA-RS model has resulted 

inthe highest DAE of 86% while the existing MM-MGSMO, JOA-RAS, and 

GT-RAS approaches have obtained a minimum DAE of 84%, 71%, and 79% 

correspondingly. Furthermore, under the data count of 90, the IABOA-RS 

model has resulted in a superior DAE of 92% whereas the existing MM-

MGSMO, JOA-RAS, and GT-RAS methodologies have reached a minimum 

DAE of 89%, 78%, and 83% respectively. Moreover, under the data count of 

150, the IABOA-RS model has resulted in a maximum DAE of 92% but the 

existing MM-MGSMO, JOA-RAS, and GT-RAS algorithms have attained a 

lower DAE of 89%, 80%, and 83% correspondingly. 

Table 2 and Fig. 4 investigates the FPR analysis of the IABOA-RS model 

under varying data count. The value of FPR should be lower for better 

resource allocation performance. Here, the JOA-RAS model has depicted 

worse results by obtaining a reduced FPR. Eventually, the MM-MGSMO and 

GT-DRAS models have tried to show moderate FPR. However, the presented 

IABOA-RS model has outperformed the other methods with the least FPR. 

For instance, under the data count of 15, the IABOA-RS model has led to a 

lower FPR of 16% whereas the existing MM-MGSMO, JOA-RAS, and GT-

RAS models have reached a higher FPR of 20%, 33%, and 27% respectively. 

Also, under the data count of 45, the IABOA-RS method has led to a lower 

FPR of 13% but the existing MM-MGSMO, JOA-RAS, and GT-RAS 

methodologies have reached a maximum FPR of 16%, 29%, and 22% 

correspondingly. 
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Table. 2. Result Analysis of Existing with Proposed IABOA-RS in terms 

ofFPR (%) versus Number of Data 

 

No. of 

data                    

False Positive Rate (FPR) (%) 

IABOA-

RS 

MM-

MGSMO  

JOA-

RAS 

GT-

DRAS 

15 16.00 20.00 33.00 27.00 

30 11.00 13.00 27.00 20.00 

45 13.00 16.00 29.00 22.00 

60 10.00 13.00 25.00 18.00 

75 12.00 15.00 27.00 20.00 

90 09.00 11.00 22.00 17.00 

105 08.00 10.00 21.00 15.00 

120 10.00 11.00 19.00 17.00 

135 07.00 9.00 21.00 15.00 

150 09.00 11.00 20.00 17.00 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure. 4. FPR Analysis of IABOA-RS with Existing Models 
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Additionally, under the data count of 90, the IABOA-RS model has led to 

a minimum FPR of 9% while the existing MM-MGSMO, JOA-RAS, and 

GT-RAS models have achieved a higher FPR of 11%, 22%, and 17% 

respectively. Furthermore, under the data count of 150, the IABOA-RS 

model has led to a lower FPR of 9% whereas the existing MM-MGSMO, 

JOA-RAS, and GT-RAS techniques have attained a superior FPR of 11%, 

20%, and 17% respectively. 

 

Table. 3. Result Analysis of Existing with Proposed IABOA-RS in terms of 

SC versus Number of Data 

 

No. of 

data                    

Storage Capacity (SC) (MB) 

IABOA-

RS 

MM-

MGSMO  
JOA-RAS 

GT-

DRAS 

15 14.00 18.00 24.00 21.00 

30 16.00 21.00 30.00 27.00 

45 19.00 23.00 36.00 32.00 

60 23.00 26.00 39.00 36.00 

75 27.00 31.00 39.00 37.00 

90 28.00 32.00 45.00 39.00 

105 32.00 38.00 48.00 44.00 

120 36.00 40.00 50.00 46.00 

135 39.00 43.00 53.00 49.00 

150 42.00 45.00 54.00 51.00 

 
 
 Table 3 and Fig. 5 examines the SC analysis of the IABOA-RS method 

under varying data count. The value of SC must be lower for optimal 

resource allocation performance. Here, the JOA-RAS model has showcased 

the least outcomes by attaining a reduced SC. Concurrently, the MM-

MGSMO and GT-DRAS methods have tried to depict moderate SC. But, the 

proposed IABOA-RS model has outperformed the other techniques with the 

least SC. For instance, under the data count of 15, the IABOA-RS model has 

led to a minimum SC of 14MB while the existing MM-MGSMO, JOA-RAS, 

and GT-RAS algorithms have achieved a superior SC of 18MB, 24MB, and 

21MB correspondingly. Besides, under the data count of 45, the IABOA-RS 

approach has led to a lower SC of 19MB whereas the existing MM-

MGSMO, JOA-RAS, and GT-RAS models have obtained a higher SC of 

23MB, 36MB, and 32MB respectively. Additionally, under the data count of 

90, the IABOA-RS model has led to a lower SC of 28MB but the existing 

MM-MGSMO, JOA-RAS, and GT-RAS models have reached a maximum 

SC of 32MB, 45MB, and 39MB respectively. Moreover, under the data count 

of 150, the IABOA-RS model has led to a lower SC of 42MB whereas the 
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 existing MM-MGSMO, JOA-RAS, and GT-RAS methodologies have 

achieved a maximum SC of 45MB, 54MB, and 51MB correspondingly. 

 

 

 
 

Figure.  5. SC Analysis of IABOA-RS with Existing Models 

 

 Table 4 and Fig. 6 showcases the CCA analysis of the IABOA-RS model 

under varying data count. The value of CCA would be minimum to better 

resource allocation performance. Here, the JOA-RAS model has illustrated 

the least results by achieving a reduced CCA. Likewise, the MM-MGSMO 

and GT-DRAS models have tried to exhibit moderate CCA. Yet, the 

proposed IABOA-RS model has outperformed the other models with the 

least CCA. For instance, under the data count of 15, the IABOA-RS model 

has led to a lower CCA of 18ms whereas the existing MM-MGSMO, JOA-

RAS, and GT-RAS techniques have attained a higher CCA of 21ms, 27ms, 

and 24ms correspondingly. In line with, under the data count of 45, the 

IABOA-RS model has led to a lower CCA of 24ms while the existing MM-

MGSMO, JOA-RAS, and GT-RAS models have obtained a maximum CCA 

of 27ms, 36ms, and 32ms respectively. In addition, under the data count of 

90, the IABOA-RS method has led to a minimum CCA of 32ms but the 

existing MM-MGSMO, JOA-RAS, and GT-RAS algorithms have achieved a 
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 superior CCA of 39ms, 47ms, and 43ms respectively. Besides, under the 

data count of 150, the IABOA-RS approach has led to a lower CCA of 47ms 

whereas the existing MM-MGSMO, JOA-RAS, and GT-RAS methods have 

attained a higher CCA of 51ms, 60ms, and 54ms correspondingly. 

 
Table. 4.  Result Analysis of Existing with Proposed IABOA-RS in Terms of 

Computation Cost Analysis (CCA) versus Number of Data. 

 

No. of 

data                    

Computation Cost Analysis (ms) 

IABOA-RS 
MM-

MGSMO  
JOA-RAS GT-DRAS 

15 18.00 21.00 27.00 24.00 

30 20.00 24.00 33.00 27.00 

45 24.00 27.00 36.00 32.00 

60 28.00 30.00 38.00 35.00 

75 30.00 34.00 44.00 40.00 

90 32.00 39.00 47.00 43.00 

105 38.00 44.00 53.00 50.00 

120 40.00 43.00 55.00 49.00 

135 42.00 47.00 58.00 53.00 

150 47.00 51.00 60.00 54.00 
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Figure. 6. CCA of IABOA-RS with Existing Models 

 

5 Conclusions 
 

This paper has developed an efficient IABOA-RS technique for big data 

environment. Depending upon the co-evolution algorithm, in IABOA, the CE 

method with BOA attains better tradeoff among the exploration and 

exploitation to improve its global search ability, and efficiently evade it 

dropping into a local optimum. The IABOA-RS technique utilizes a multi-

objective fitness function for the optimum allocation of resources. Then, the 

Map Reduce mechanism computes best VM and distribution takes place in 

such a way that the competence in data allocation can be improved. Besides, 

the workload is allocated amongst the datacenters to minimize computation 

cost and memory space is ensured. A detailed experimental analysis is 

carried out to ensure the superior performance of the presented IABOA-RS 

technique. The experimental outcome verified the effectiveness of the 

IABOA-RS technique in terms of diverse aspects. 
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